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CHAPTER ONE 
 
 Her name was Wing Saber. 
 
 As she opened her optic sensors, she saw the snowy dance of static playing 
over a view of a dark room.  Clearly she had suffered internal damage for her 
normally perfect vision to be malfunctioning so.  Energon bonds restricted her 
movement, and she quickly realized she had been tied to a simple metal frame 
chair.  A set of bonds held her hands behind her; another set held each of her legs 
to one of the chair‟s front legs. 
 
 Looking down, she saw that the pain coursing through her body had visible 
signs as well.  Pock marks, scars and black scarring could be found all over her 
metallic brown and yellow form.  “Flying through a hail of firepower will do that to 
you.” She thought to herself bitterly. 
 
 She took stock of her surroundings, looking around and seeing mostly 
darkness.  The edges of silver tables and small slivers of reflected light entered her 
field of vision but did not move, as if apathetic to her presence.  There was a 
constant humming noise playing faintly in the background.  It sounded like a power 
generator of some sort. 
 

On instinct she mentally commanded her shoulder mounted cannon to 
swing up from her back - but it failed to respond.  Instead, the joint where it would 
normally be connected made disturbing whirring and clicking noises and wires 
shorted out, filling the air with acrid smoke.  She then tried to activate her arm 
mounted weapons, but they too failed to respond as more wires burnt out. 

 
With a crash of mangled metal, something landed in front of her feet on the 

floor.  She looked down and saw her cannon and arm blasters in a crumpled heap.  
Footsteps approached her as she looked up to see the toothy smile of a rather 
large Predacon she had never met before.  He stood about a head taller than her 
(by her estimate) and his transform appeared to be a tank-like vehicle of some sort.  
He was mostly colored red and black, but some hint of gold glinted on the edges of 
his arms.  The Predacon insignia was boldly stamped onto his chest.  Wing Saber 
also noted that he was designed top-heavy.  His arms in particular were large 
tubes that no doubt contained weaponry.  However, the one feature that kept 
drawing in her optic sensors was the saw.  Embedded into his torso was a gigantic, 
gold colored saw that he spun every now and then, as if to bring emphasis to his 
words. 
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“This could be going better.” She thought to herself as the Predacon 
stopped stomping towards her and took a look at her before speaking. 

 
“I believe you were looking for your precious cannon.  Well there it is my 

dear, disarmed and dissected!”  Whir went the saw. 
 
Wing Saber did not answer.  She just glared at her opponent with her oval, 

green eyes.  “Think, dammit think!” 
 
“My name is Steelgrave,” the Predacon began “and you are?” 
 
Wing Saber did not respond. 

 
“Oh no, you don‟t have to tell me, I know.” Steelgrave said still smiling.  He 

closed his optic sensors and put one hand to his temple as if thinking very hard.  
“You are a Maximal agent of some sort.  Those fools sent you to perform some 
reconnaissance work on our little operation here and you thought maybe sneaking 
in would get you a closer look at whatever nefarious plans we may be executing!  
How am I doing so far?” 

 
Again, no response.  “Keep talking you pompous, arrogant spawn of a 

scraplet.” She thought to herself. 
 
Steelgrave began to walk around her, circling her as if she were prey.  His 

saw went off now and then.  “I will give this much to you, Maximal, you were very 
good at avoiding our cameras and sensor network.  In fact, had it not been for our 
randomized patrol schedule we may have never seen you break into this building.  
I must tell the head of security we need to step things up, yes.” His hand was on his 
chin now, rubbing it thoughtfully.  He dropped his arm and placed both arms behind 
his back, hand in hand, standing at ease in front of her. 

 
“So my dear, let us start with the basics shell we?  What is your name?” he 

asked. 
 
This time she decided to reply.  “None of your slagging business „con!” 
 
Steelgrave sighed and all of a sudden the air was filled with whirring noises, 

the piercing sound of something powering up and other decidedly unpleasant 
sounds.  He swung his arms around from his back and showed them to her.  Each 
arm now revealed a frightening array of weapons.  “No,” Wing Saber thought 
“torture devices.”  Taking stock she saw a small saw blade, a laser scalpel, an 
Energon blade and more. 
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The Predacon sighed and 
looked up momentarily.  “I had really 
hoped it would not come to this.  It is 
such a waste of Energon to have to 
go through the unpleasant 
proceedings of torture.  But you know 
what makes up for it all, my dear?”  
He stood behind her briefly, bringing 
his weapons and torture devices 
close to her face, threatening to do 
more damage than she had already 
suffered. 

 
Steelgrave leaned in close, his 

vocal processor right near her audio 
receptor.  Only an inch of space 
separated their faces.  Grinning 
madly, Steelgrave whispered “Cries 
and screams are music to my ears!” 

 
 Wing Saber smiled and spoke, 
knowing it would buy her precious

 
 
 
precious seconds.  “Did you know that if you concentrate hard enough you can 
alter your transformation subroutine?” 
 

Steelgrave actually frowned.  She considered this a minor victory.  “Yes, I 
did know that - and you are delaying the inevitable.” 
 

She continued as if he had not said a word.  “You can actually break down 
your transformation into its individual steps, including reversing those movements 
if necessary.” 

 
Her captor just glared at her now. 
 
“Want to see?” she asked smiling. 
 
Before Steelgrave could respond, Wing Saber‟s shoulder mounted wings 

rotated downward, each one slicing into an Energon bond, destroying them.  Her 
arms freed, she threw her weight backwards and extended her arms out, palms flat.  
Her momentum threw her feet into the air, along with the chair.  They collided with 
Steelgrave‟s arms, damaging the Energon bonds and freeing her completely.  
Sparks from metal scraping against metal flew everywhere.  Wing Saber's 
maneuver was completed by doing a headstand for a split second before landing 
several feet away in a crouch as the chair clanged off in the distance. 
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Steelgrave reeled, stepping back a few times before coming to a halt more 
in shock than actual pain.  Wing Saber did not take a moment to rest.  She 
immediately looked around her for anything that could be used as a weapon.  
Though the room was dark, her optic sensors were designed to maximize the 
amount of light in any room, effectively allowing her to see in the dark.  To her left 
she saw a welder drone.  An antique by today‟s standards, these drones had once 
been used to assist in complicated surgery.  Obviously the Predacons had decided 
it would be much more useful as a torture device. 
 
 She quickly stepped to her left and activated the device, programming 
Steelgrave as its “patient”.  The drone charged at Steelgrave on twin treads as 
Wing Saber ran towards the closest door.  It was locked.  There was no time for 
finesse.  She smashed her fist into the door‟s control panel and pulled out a 
handful of wires.  The door opened and then stopped part way.  Wing Saber 
thanked the Matrix for her lithe form and stepped through the opening sideways. 
 
 She did not look back, but heard a scream that gave her circuits glitches.  
That was followed by the sound of metal crashing on metal and Steelgrave‟s saw 
blade going to work.  The drone would only earn her a respite measured in 
seconds.  She ran down the brightly lit hallway as fast as her damaged legs would 
carry her.  Wing Saber knew her freedom would be brief if she did not escape soon.  
She had no weapons left thanks to Steelgrave‟s handiwork. 
 
 Wing Saber heard voices from around the corner.  She leaned up against 
the wall and listened carefully. 
 
 There were two voices talking.  One was low and gruff.  The other was 
hyperactive and high pitched. 
 
 The low pitched voice “So what do you think all that noise is about?” 
 
 The other voice replied “Eh who knows, that Slaghead Steelgrave probably 
tripped over something and landed on an alarm switch!” 
 
 The low pitched voice let out a guffaw and she heard metal hitting metal.  “A 
pat on the back?” she wondered. 
 
 “Seriously!” the high pitched voice said, almost shrieking “That guy gets on 
my nerves.  He‟s always acting like he‟s this big shot, but I bet he couldn‟t take us 
in a fight!” 
 
 Wing Saber felt a smile spread across her face.  This was the break she had 
been looking for.  Her head suddenly turned to her left when she heard 
Steelgrave‟s heavy footsteps approaching as the Predacon roared in fury.  
“Wheeeerrrreee are you?!” he demanded as he drew closer. 
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To her right, she heard the pair of Predacons coming closer, still chattering away.  
She had to time this just right.  As soon as she saw Steelgrave‟s shadow growing 
against the wall opposite to her she jumped out of hiding right in front of the two 
Predacons.  Putting on her best face of fear, she pointed accusingly with one finger 
at the pair of Predacons while putting the other hand down to her side.  She 
crouched slightly as if surprised by some giant insect and looked in Steelgrave‟s 
direction just in time to see him stomping towards her.  “You were right, 
commander!  They were conspiring against you!” she yelled. 
 
 The two Predacons in front of her froze.  Shocked expressions formed on 
their faces.  There were two of them.  One was red and green and stood several 
heads taller than the smaller, purple and black one.  Both held very large and 
powerful looking guns.  “Perfect.” Wing Saber thought to herself as she kept the act 
up.  “They were mocking you sir!  I heard every word!” she yelled as if doing such a 
thing was the worst crime possible. 
 
 Steelgrave stepped closer and yelled at the pair “You dare mock your 
superior?!” 
 
 The larger Predacon spoke up first, his expression of shock morphing into 
one of hate.  “Sending a spy to listen in on us talking eh?  Just like a dishonorable 
piece of scrap like you, Steelgrave!” he yelled. 
 
 Steelgrave straightened to his full height, standing slightly taller than the red 
and green Predacon.  His saw whirred as his voice roared.  “Back off Bolar, you do 
not know what you are doing!” 
 
 The smaller Predacon said mockingly “Ooooh, I think he just called you 
stupid, Bolar!” 
 
 Bolar began to shake and his teeth were gritted together in fury.  He 
charged at Steelgrave, yelling the entire time.  Wing Saber sidestepped out of the 
way and leaned against a nearby wall, watching the ensuing carnage with interest.  
The smaller robot yelled as he jumped into the fray.  Steelgrave‟s saw sliced deep 
into Bolar‟s chest, but the thick skinned robot revealed an Energon bola from his 
wrist that savagely struck Steelgrave in the head one after the other.  The smaller 
Predacon was trying to tackle Steelgrave‟s right leg in a vain attempt to knock the 
larger warrior off balance.  During the struggle Bolar dropped his gun and it 
clattered to the floor. 
 
 Wing Saber dove at it.  Sliding across the floor, she grabbed the weapon 
and rolled into a corner where she crashed against a wall.  Her internal computer 
sounded off “Warning…internal damage critical…stasis lock imminent…”   She 
had taken more damage than she originally thought.  Her vision blurred for a 
moment as she felt gyroscopic sensors inside her readjusting from the sudden 
impact. 
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 She used the gun to prop herself up and aimed at the nearest wall.  She 
fired once and a stream of blue energy lanced out, creating a large hole in the wall.  
Wires and pipes hung half melted and burning as she fired again.  The second 
blast tore a large hole into the wall and for a moment she breathed a sigh of relief. 
 
 Then she saw them. 
 
 Staring through the hole were eighteen pairs of optic sensors.  They 
belonged to Predacons waiting to enter recharging bays.  They were not carrying 
weapons since they were getting ready to refuel, but they still outnumbered her.  
Worse, she looked behind them to see the four chambers in the room nearing 
completion.  Within Cycles there would be four more warriors ready to tear her 
apart, and fully charged to boot. 
 
 “Oh slag me.” Wing Saber said to herself.  Looking at the weapon in her 
hand, she reached into a compartment built on its side and pulled out its spare 
power pack.  She threw it into the recharging room ahead of her and fired at it.  The 
resulting explosion sent the Predacons scattering and threw her into the air.  
Dropping the weapon, she transformed into her aerial mode and fired her thrusters 
at full power, pushing through the shockwave.  Searing hot flames scorched her 
metal skin, leaving black marks in their wake.  Ignoring the pain, Wing Saber flew 
through the hole and up towards a large window.  She smashed through the glass, 
her twin nosecones twisted and armor tore off, mangled from the impact. 
 
 Heading straight up she hoped the Predacons did not have the foresight to 
find her ship, the Chromia-10.  Sending out a signal on a specific wavelength, she 
saw the familiar shimmering of her vessel deactivating its cloaking device as it 
began to move in her direction.  She flew into an open hatch and transformed back 
into robot mode as quickly as she could.  She sent out another signal that activated 
a pre-programmed series of maneuvers that took the ship out of orbit and back to 
Cybertron.  She sighed, though shaking in pain as she ran a hand up and down the 
controls of her ship.  “Thank you, girl.” she whispered as the Chromia-10 whisked 
its pilot to safety. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 
 "I really, really hate this planet." Crossblades muttered to herself as she 
dove down into the trench one more time.  Explosions tore the muddy ground up 
where she had just been positioned.  She hit the ground more with a splat than a 
crash, and even that annoyed her.  “Heck, she thought everything annoys me right 
about now!” 
 
 Crossblades threw aside her spent weapon, having run out of missiles for it.  
She unfolded her wings to reveal an impressive array of weaponry.  She took out a 
long, sleek weapon and mounted it onto her arm.  It connected to micro-circuits 
embedded in her shoulder and a powerful magnet held it in place.  Satisfied, she 
reached around and removed a gun with a large round barrel at the end.  In her 
other hand she pulled out a gun with a longer tube and a large cylindrical section 
on the top.  "Alright, here we go..." she said to no one in particular again as she 
jumped up to the edge of the trench. 
 
 As she landed on her feet she faced the oncoming horde of twenty three 
Predacons charging at her and screaming.  They all brandished weapons large 
and small, ballistic and melee.  She fired the rifle she had mounted onto her arm 
first.  The null ray that shot out disrupted the circuitry of several of the Predacons in 
the lead.  As they stumbled their comrades behind them fell on top of them.  "Like a 
pack of dominos!" Crossblades said smiling as she fired the gun with the large 
round barrel.  Instantly a burst of wind lifted several of the Predacons off the 
ground.  The artificially produced cyclone caused them to swirl in the air like rag 
dolls.  She then fired the third weapon, sending a chemical glob into the cyclone.  
The chemical disappated and coated several parts on the Predacons.  Wherever 
the chemical made contact, their metal skin became brittle as glass. 
 
 Although only eleven of the Predacons had been caught in the cyclone, the 
others were too busy gaping at their airborne comrades to notice Crossblades had 
already begun charging at them.  As the cyclone dispersed, the Predacons who 
were in the air crashed all over the battlefield, some right on top of their comrades 
below.  The resulting mess of shattered armor and circuits allowed Crossblades 
time to pull out twin Energon blades from her back and dive into the Predacon 
group, slashing away at anything with a Predacon symbol on it.  She ignored the 
cries of pain and curses aimed at her.  Body parts bounced off of her armor, and 
occasionally she became entangled in wires, but a quick slice from her swords 
freed her in milliseconds, allowing her to continue her rampage.  When she had 
passed through the gauntlet of Predacon warriors she turned around, blades at the 
ready.  All that met her gaze were four of the warriors still standing. 
 
 Coated in mud, fuel, oil and Primus-knows-what, Crossblades smiled in a 
way that would make most Transformers fuel lines freeze cold.  It was a mix of 
amusement and savagery that she had spent a concerted amount of effort 
developing alone in front of a mirror.  One Predacon screamed, threw his weapon 
in the air and ran.  The other three raised their weapons to fire but before they had 
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 the chance to pull the trigger a black shadow raced across their line of fire faster 
than optic sensors could follow.  When the Predcons looked down, they each had 
holes cut so deep into their chests you could see through to the other side.  Each 
Predacon fell with looks of shock on their faces. 
 
 The shadow came to a halt and there stood the lithe grey and red form of 
Stiletto.  Stiletto was thin and sleek, a requirement for her form to achieve the great 
speeds her designers had given her.  Like a legendary Autobot of old, Stileto could 
move so fast she was a mere blur on the battlefield.  However, Maximal 
engineering had allowed her to move at "normal" speeds as well.  Her face was 
grim and she said nothing, but gave Crossblades a quick nod. 
 
 Crossblades sauntered over, holstering her various weapons.  "Heh, I'll give 
you this partner, you've got timing.  Thought I was gonna have to kick the tail of 
those last three myself.  I reckon you ran into some trouble elsewhere?" 
 
 "East.  Seven Preds moving in on your position." Stileto replied. 
 
 Crossblades surveyed the battlefield.  The Predacon wrecks they had left 
were a sad sight.  She relished the thrill of battle, and loved being able to test out 
her replicas of classic Transformers weapons.  Unfortunately the fact she even had 
to use them indicated something was very wrong.  Over the past three weeks there 
had been reports of several attacks in the J'kozian sector of space.  All the 
inhabited worlds here had something in common: none of them had developed 
technology advanced enough to resist an assault by Predacon insurgents, thus 
they were made prime targets for Predacons to strike at for resources to fuel their 
terrorist activities. 
 
 It was a critical time in Cybertronian history.  The Decepticons had long 
retired from war, allowing their descendents, the Predacons to take their place.  
While the Predacons had instigated wars of their own, the overwhelming 
combination of Autobot and Maximal forces had fought them to a standstill.  A 
peace agreement, the first of its kind in Cybertronian history would end the war 
between the two factions anywhere in the galaxy forever.  Called the "Pax 
Cybertronia", this document was being written and soon to be ratified by the 
Maximal Elders and the Tripredacus Council. 
 
 In any bright paradise there will be those who wish to see darkness, and 
Cybertron was no exception.  Small groups of Predacons had been attacking 
different Maximal outposts and defenseless worlds such as this one for resources.  
Until now however, the attacks had largely been uncoordinated and somewhat 
random.  Recently patterns began to form, and the J'kozian system became the 
most overwhelming one to date.  
 
 Maximal Command had dispatched several starships out into various 
regions of the galaxy to aid worlds under attack.  These ships had no time to land.  
They would enter a planet's orbit and drop their warriors from orbit for a later pick 
up.   
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Crossblades and Stiletto had arrived on the world of Roliak in this manner.  Now 
they needed to wait for their ship to return on its way back to Cybertron and pick 
them up for their next mission. 
 
 The silence of the battlefield was almost disturbing after days of fighting.  
Not one blast or explosion could be heard, even off in the distance.  "Another job 
well done." Crossblades said as she flipped open the communications panel built 
into her wrist.  Before she could say anything a link from the Maximal starship 
Defiant established itself and the ship's communications officer appeared on the 
small viewscreen built into her communicator.  In a clipped, serious voice the 
Maximal said "Crossblades, you and Stiletto are scheduled for a pick up ahead of 
schedule.  The starship Chromia 10 will rendevous with you both in approximately 
five Cycles.  You are to report to its captain and follow her orders." 
 
 Crossblades and Stiletto looked at each other quizically.  Composing 
herself Crossblades simply nodded and said "You got it, Crossblades out." 
 
 "Looks like we got ourselves a new gig, partner." Crossblades said with a 
smile. 
 
 "Apparently." Stiletto said matter of factly. 
 
 Crossblades laughed at her friend and said "For someone who's so fast and 
loose on the battlefield, you're really tightly wound up.  You really need to loosen 
up!" 
 
 "I don't do 'loosening up' sir." Stiletto said. 
 
 Crossblades put a hand on Stiletto's back and patted it a few times.  "By 
Primus, you're every bit as much of a tightened bolt as your record said.  Stick with 
me kid and we'll get you some personality yet!  And quit it with the 'sir' stuff, I don't 
need a reminder of how old I am!" 
 
 The post-mortem on a battlefield was always an odd mix of emotions.  One 
felt elation for the end of the battle and having survived it.  For Crossblades there 
was a sense of sadness however.  During battle she could be ruthless, but 
afterwards all she did was lament the waste of life.  Dwelling on this would lead 
nowhere, so she shifted her focus.  Chuckling to herself softly, she walked across 
the battlefield gathering up the myriad of weapons she had dropped during the 
furious fighting of the past few days.  Crossblades knew her partner's stiff 
personality was the result of Stellar Cycles' worth of field training with elite Maximal 
soldiers.  The letter of Maximal military protocol had been drilled into the core of 
Stiletto's Spark and it didn't seem to be going anywhere any time soon.  She had 
only come online about four Stellar Cycles ago, her body forged from the Matrix 
facility where Sparks were joined with new Protoforms in a ritual so sacred few 
Maximals witnessed it. 
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 Unlike Stiletto, Crossblades had come online quite some time ago.  Having 
been one of the first generation of Maximals, she spent most of her young life 
around the Autobot soldiers of old.  Some had undergone the Maximal upgrade 
process at that time while others remained in their outdated (yet terrifyingly 
powerful) bodies.  She admired the old veterans, not just for their titanic strength 
and legendary status, but their personalities.  These were beings that had seen 
millions of Stellar Cycles of war before she had come online, and yet their spirits 
remained unbroken.  “Weary perhaps.” she thought, but still strong and resolute.  
Part of this was their ability to remember simple concepts like humor, compassion 
and loyalty; all features Crossblades held dear to her Spark. 
 
 Her admiration of her progenitors led her to emulate them not just in 
personality, but also in weaponry.  The day she came online Crossblades knew 
she was destined to become a weapons master.  While being trained by several 
Autobots, she paid careful attention to the weapons they carried and used Maximal 
technology to replicate those weapons, and in most cases, improve upon them.  
She was proud of her collection and often went through this ritual of gathering them 
up from the battlefield once things calmed down.  To her they were each unique 
and told a story of the warrior that inspired them (good or evil). 
 
 For her part, Stiletto was walking from body to body, trying to see if any data 
could be extracted from personal recorders that could be of use to the Maximal 
Command.  She did so silently and efficiently, but from time to time Crossblades 
would notice the young Maximal pausing as if to think about what she was seeing 
before moving on. 
 
 Before long, a gust of wind and several bright lights indicated the arrival of 
the Chromia 10.  As it went through its landing procedures, Crossblades looked 
over to Stiletto whose face was set in deep thought.  Most people would not have 
noticed the difference from her usual appearance, but Crossblades knew her 
various “looks.”  This one was one of deep thought with a touch of uneasiness.  
“You okay?” she asked. 
 
 “I am collating data.” Stiletto said looking up at the Chromia 10 as its landing 
gear extended down. 
 
 The ship touched down gently, making almost no noise except for a hiss of 
gas escaping the landing gear hydraulics.  Its pilot was clearly skilled and not one 
to rush a landing.  Some pilots landed on planets so hard the resulting shock would 
rattle the teeth of anyone around it. 
 
 “Alright, let‟s go meet the new boss.” Crossblades said as she pointed her 
thumb to the ship. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
 
 The Tripredacus Council room was dimly lit, with only the light from outside 
the windows illuminating the small table in the center.  Suddenly the light hanging 
over the table lit up and three robed figures emerged from the floor.  Each pressed 
the large button in front of them, illuminating the darkness further. 
 
 General Ramhorn was the first to speak.  “Tripredacus Council now in 
session.  We are here to address the situation in the J‟Kozian sector.  General 
Cicadacon, report.” 
 
 Cicadacon pressed a button in front of him and a holographic 3D map of the 
J‟Kozian sector appeared on screen.  At first most of the stars were white, blue and 
other assorted colors.  Another button push highlighted certain worlds in bright red.  
Cicadacon pointed to each world.  “Generals, each of these planets represents a 
world where technology has not yet advanced beyond a basic industrial age.  
However, each world also has an enormous amount of natural resources.  You will 
recognize these worlds as some of the ones we targeted for what would be our 
final campaign before the last Great War ended in our defeat.” 
 
 Sea Clamp snarled a bit, not at either of his comrades but at the thought of 
having lost to the combined forces of the Maximals and Autobots.  While their 
enemies had shown an extreme solidarity in the waning Stellar Cycles of the last 
Great War, the Decepticons had all but abandoned their descendents to their fate.  
Most had retired or simply vanished; leaving the Predacons to fight a war they 
could not possibly have won. 
 
 Cicadacon continued his report.  “Each of these worlds has been attacked 
in the last thirty Stellar Cycles.  This campaign began on Chakar where the 
warriors stripped the world of its resources before forging on to Loneedo.  There 
they not only stripped the natural resources, but used the existing military 
technology to augment their own, even if it meant just melting their weapons down 
to scrap and forging them into Cybertronian ones.  They then moved to their 
current location, the most heavily industrialized of these worlds: Nibari.” 
 
 Sea Clamp looked at Cicadacon quizzically.  “Why have they stopped there?  
The original campaign called for S‟elar as the next world to be conquered after 
Nibari.” 
 
 “Correct,” Cicadacon said nodding “but our spy satellite made a fly by pass 
and took these images.  It appears in the last fifty Stellar Cycles or so the Nibari 
have advanced considerably, more than our admittedly outdated intelligence 
indicated.” A series of images replaced the star chart, rotating around the table so 
each member of the Tripredacus Council could take a look.  The images showed 
large structures and then x-ray scans, each revealing assembly lines with 
computer equipment surrounding them. 
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 Ramhorn spoke first.  “An electronics factory of some sort?” 
 
 “Better,” Cicadacon said smiling “a robotics factory. It is rudimentary at best, 
but with enough material to convert it, it could manufacture Cybertronian forms 
wholesale.” 
 
 Ramhorn rubbed his chin thoughtfully.  “This is both encouraging and 
disturbing, Generals.  While it is good that our comrades are gaining ground, we 
cannot have any other faction gaining power over us.  With the Pax Cybertronia at 
hand, we walk a fine line between buying ourselves time to rise up against the 
Maximals or utter annihilation.  Renegades such as these only serve to destabilize 
an already volatile situation.” 
 
  Sea Clamp nodded in agreement.  “We must take measures to ensure that 
whatever resources are on Nibari end up under our control!” 
 
 Cicadacon paused the rotating images.  “I have already „accidentally‟ 
leaked one of these images into the Cybetronian undernet.  No doubt the Maximals 
will pick up on it and send forces to investigate.” 
 
 Ramhorn pulled up the star chart again and studied it carefully.  “The 
Maximal forces are too occupied cleaning up skirmishes elsewhere to prepare for 
the Pax Cybertronia.  Some of our field generals have yet to lay down arms.  They 
will not be able to send a full military detachment to investigate.” 
 
 “Precisely,” Cicadacon began “all we need is for them to destabilize the 
leadership there just enough for us to send forces loyal to us in to take control!” 
 
 “We must be cautious.  Any completely overt action on our part and the 
Maximals could push the Predacons near extinction.  We should have our satellite 
make regular passes to keep us apprised of the situation.” Sea Clamp said. 
 
 The Council all nodded their agreement.  They were cautiously optimistic, 
but did not get their hopes up.  They knew such situations in the past had raised 
their spirits only to send them crashing down when the efforts of past Decepticons 
or Predacons failed. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
 Wing Saber pursed her lips in deep thought.  She knew Maximal Command 
would never assign Maximals to a mission who weren‟t suited to the task, but the 
two Transformers in front of her were not exactly what she had expected. 
 
 Stiletto, the thin and younger one was quiet to the point of being unnerving.  
She was not dim by any means, far from it.  Her eyes were sharp and she was 
constantly looking at her surroundings, making mental notes.  Wing Saber 
wondered how much of this was curiosity and how much of it was deadly efficiency 
in preparation for combat.  She decided it was most likely the latter. 
 
 On the flip side, the larger and more boisterous Crossblades was quite a 
personality.  Loud and amiable, she spoke with an odd accent that Wing Saber 
could not place.  Some words blended from time to time (“You all” sounded like 
“Y‟all”) and every now and then she would use colloquialisms that Wing Saber did 
not recognize.  Crossblades would see the confusion in her face and explain 
apologetically yet Stiletto seemed to understand Crossblades‟ odd speech 
patterns and never questioned them.  “The benefits of being long time partners” 
Wing Saber had decided. 
 
 She decided that their worth would be determined by their performance on 
this mission and not any suppositions on her part.  She forced a smile, still feeling 
weary from her ordeal at the hands of Steelgrave and his minions.  Although well 
over twenty Mega Cycles had passed since that incident, she had spent many of 
them being repaired and resting.  Wing Saber had hoped to be well prepared by 
this point, but somewhere deep inside her there was fear that she would be 
captured again and undergo the same experience at the hands of yet another 
Predacon. 
 
 Mentally shaking away her negative thoughts she pointed at the view 
screen.  “We should be receiving a communication from Maximal Command soon.  
The communications stream is being hopped across several communication 
buoys with a high level of encryption.  This is not something they want getting out 
on the ether.” 
 
 Crossblades made a pointing motion in Wing Saber‟s direction with one 
thumb up looking like a mock gun.  She winked as she brought her thumb down 
and said “You got it, boss.  Mum‟s the word!” 
 
 Wing Saber was about to ask who “mum” was but the screen lit up at that 
moment.    A deep, grumbling voice spoke without identifying itself.  This was 
standard practice with operations this secret so none of the three Maximals 
thought anything of it.  “Wing Saber, Crossblades, Stiletto, the images that you are 
about to be presented represent data that Maximal Command is suppressing from 
general distribution by order of the Elders.” 
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 As the voice paused for a moment, an image of the world Nibari appeared 
on the screen with the planet‟s name off to the right side in Cybertronix, the modern 
written language of Cybertron.  The images changed to several scenes of carnage 
as bands of Predacon raiders destroyed native animals, cities and more in their 
quest for power.  The dominant species, the Nibarians, themselves had been 
turned into slaves.  Their four legged, organic forms looked powerful, but they were 
no match for the much more advanced Predacons.  They were shown forcibly 
helping to build several factories and plants - one that Wing Saber noted was 
dedicated to Energon refinement. 
 
 The voice continued.  “The Predacons have been on a march through the 
J‟Kozian sector.  The Tripredacus Council has, of course, denied all knowledge of 
this group and has deemed them renegades so the terms of the current accords do 
not apply to any potential combatants on this world.” 
 
 Wing Saber nodded her understanding.  When the Decepticons abandoned 
the last Great War and the Predacons officially surrendered, terms were drawn up 
to keep a peace between the warring factions as the Pax Cybertronia was being 
written.  However, any Maximal or Predacon acting outside those agreements 
were considered criminals and thus open targets in combat. 
 
 The mystery Maximal continued his brief.  “The local population of Nibari 
has been enslaved.  The primary task of these Predacons appears to be the 
wholesale manufacture of Transformers bodies.  They are not using Protoform 
technology.  Instead, they are building Transformers the old fashioned way, using 
parts from modified robotics and machine factories.” 
 
 As the video clips changed from one location to another, Wing Saber saw 
dozens of different Predacons with a variety of different forms. Some were clearly 
vehicular while others were beast based.  Then she saw him.  His red and black 
form unmistakable, the gold saw in his chest sending surges through her circuits.  
Wing Saber pushed herself forward in her chair, staring at the screen with her optic 
sensors narrowed and her teeth grinding together.  She felt revulsion well up in her 
Spark, like a volcanic eruption on some alien planet.  Then a wave of anger 
cascaded over the revulsion and buried it, the desire for vengeance burning white 
hot.  She forced herself to sit back down slowly. 
 
 Crossblades put her hand on Wing Saber‟s shoulder gently.  “Boss, you 
okay?” 
 
 “I…see someone I recognize.” Wing Saber said, hoping no one else would 
hear the slight tremble in her voice.  If Crossblades did, she was kind enough to 
give no such indication. 
 
 Crossblades smiled in a reassuring way and nodded.  “Well then, since 
we‟re talking about Predacons, we‟ll be sure to send our regards to him!” she said 
as she held up a balled fist in front of her smiling face. 
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 Wing Saber could not help but to smile back in appreciation and nodded.  
She said “Command, I do not understand how they‟re giving these Transformers 
life.  Only the Matrix and Pit facilities on Cybertron can do that.” 
 
 The voice was silent for a moment and then replied.  “As far as we know you 
are correct, and production of Predacon Protoforms has been severely curtailed 
due to their economic situation.  We have two theories: one is that the Predacons 
have found a previously unknown resource of Sparks or two, these are shock 
troops that will have little to no autonomous thinking capability.” 
 
 The trio inside the Chormia 10 looked at each other, each sharing the same 
concerns.  Sentient or not, an army of Transformers built and bred purely for 
warfare could reignite the Great Wars.  This could mean disaster for the Maximals, 
whose resources were stretched thin maintaining the peace across the galaxy 
during this turbulent time. 
 
 The brief continued.  “We believe that Steelgrave is the leader of this 
insurgency.  He is a respected commander in the Predacon ranks, albeit not a very 
well known one.  It is something of a mystery as to how he gained such 
prominence so quickly.  That said, every major engagement in the J‟Kozian sector 
has had him at the forefront.  Your mission, Chromia 10, is to get to Nibari, gather 
as much intelligence as you can and then report back to Command for further 
instructions.” 
 
 “Confirmed.” Wing Saber said as the signal terminated.  She spun in her 
chair to face her two crewmates.  “Let‟s put our heads together and come up with a 
plan.  I want us to be ready before we touch down.” 
 
 For once, Crossblades had nothing to say.  She nodded seriously, clearly 
appreciating the gravity of the situation.   
 
 Wing Saber spoke up “I know what command thinks, but let me tell you, 
Steelgrave couldn‟t lead an army that size if his life depended on it.  There‟s 
something else going on here.  We have to investigate deeper.”  
 

The silence in the ship was finally broken by Stiletto saying quietly “Let‟s get 
to work.”  
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
 If he lived past his fortieth shedding, the Nibari warrior Ritash would not 
comprehend why the fate would have damned his home world of Nibari so.  He had 
survived the initial culling of his people by these robotic despots who set upon his 
world as if it already belonged to them.  The Nibari military had stood little chance.  
The weapons these creatures possessed defied imagination, and their ability to 
change their forms at will made them difficult (though not impossible) to destroy. 
 
 The wind blew hard into the cave out in the highlands of the northern 
continent known as Sileth.   It was his turn to stand guard at the mouth of the cave, 
so he took the brunt of the winds.  His deep purple colored fur protected him, but he 
was grateful for the clothing he wore on top of it.  Strictly military grade, his vest 
was made of a bullet proof material.  Unfortunately that had not been sufficient to 
stop the weapons of those he had come to know as the Predacons.  He tightened 
his grip on his rifle.  Every now and then he performed ammo checks to be sure all 
his clips were in place.  The large blade strapped to his back offered some comfort, 
but not much. 
 
 Looking deeper into the cave he saw his fellow Nibarians sulking about in 
the dark.  Some were butchering the meat of Gundar beasts they had hunted 
earlier.  Others were standing guard deeper in the cave.  In total, there were 
perhaps twenty three Nibarians in the cave, only about half of whom were trained 
fighters.  The rest were civilians who had volunteered their services when the world 
they shared was attacked.  This was all that was left of the rebellion he had led. 
 
 “Led.” Ritash spit the word out mentally.  He was hardly a leader.  He was 
no general or great politician.  He was just a soldier who had been fortunate (or 
perhaps unfortunate) enough to survive the initial devastation of Nibari.  Most of his 
comrades had been wiped out but he forged on.  He had managed to help this 
small group get this far, but now what?  Pure survival was not the way of the Nibari 
people.  They strove to learn and grow beyond their limitations.  Centuries of strife 
and civil wars had impeded their growth as a race, and in time they came to learn 
that it was only as a unified body they would be able to advance and achieve their 
true potential.  However, any hope of that now seemed grim indeed. 
 
 The sound of feet galloping towards him made him draw himself up straight.  
He pointed his rifle in the direction of the sound.  Behind him he heard his 
comrades arming their weapons as well.  Should anything get past him, they would 
encounter three waves of gunfire after him.  Looking through his scope he saw the 
magnified image of, Avish, one of his scouts.  He lowered his weapon as the young 
recruit climbed into the cave.  They gripped each other‟s right arms as a gesture of 
welcome and Ritash let himself feel a momentary burst of happiness at seeing his 
friend again.  “Avish, you have been gone for several weeks now!  I am relieved to 
see your mission did not prove fatal.  What news do you have?” 
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 Avish wiped a smudge of dirt off his face, trying to look presentable for his 
commander.  “Sir, the Predacons have established themselves in the city of Ro‟kar.  
They have taken the main robotics and computer plant there and converted it for 
their own purposes.  The pollution and contamination spewing out of that factory is 
rancid.  Many of their warriors have taken up residence in that city, even taking 
over local businesses and adapting them for their own entertainment.” 
 
 Ritash bristled.  It was one thing to attack a planet, it was another thing to 
take the hard earned businesses and livelihood of its residents and twist its 
purpose to serve your own.  The robotics plant was one of Nibari‟s greatest 
achievements.  The goal was to develop a group of robots who would be launched 
into space to explore other worlds and help others learn of the Nibari race.  Now 
that vision was corrupted. 
 
 And it gave him an idea. 
 
 “Go in and eat my friend, I have much planning to do.  I believe the 
arrogance of our foes has finally caused them to make a mistake.” 
 
 There were few things more satisfying to Steelgrave than bragging about 
his accomplishments, no matter how exaggerated his stories may have been.  It 
was especially bad for anyone around him if he was drinking.  His voice became 
louder, his gestures more grand - and now and then he would lose control of the 
various saws and needles in his arms and they would wound anyone around him 
who did not avoid his flailing arms. 
 
 He was not quite at the flailing stage yet. 
 
 “So th-then I said to the organic…” he paused dramatically (partly because 
he had forgotten what he was about to say) and then remembered.  “You are 
fighting a warrior of the Predacon Empire!  Future rulers of the galaxy!  You cannot 
withstand the might of our assault!”  He thumped his chest triumphantly, which 
caused him to stagger and catch himself on a chair.  The Predacons had built their 
own since the Nibarians didn‟t actually use chairs of any kind. 
 
 Taking their cue, the sixty or so Predacons in the bar roared and lifted their 
glasses.  Having once served organic drinks, the Predacons had converted this 
former dining space by adding machines that generated various vile liquids and 
radiation tainted concoctions that would kill most organic creatures instantly.  
These drinks would often wind up disrupting Predacon systems, causing slight 
memory glitches and gyroscopic malfunctions. 
 
 The Predacons loved it. 
 
 “So he chatters at me in his squealing, fleshy language.  Something about 
mercy!” Steelgrave roared with laughter and the bar joined him. 
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 “So I picked him up, brought him close and told him that I would grant him 
that.  I shot him in the head, clean and fair.  He had fought, not well, but he had 
fought.  Besides, there were so many others to kill!”  Steelgrave laughed again, 
taking another deep gulp of his drink. 
 
 Parts of the upgrades to the bar were several security cameras installed in 
hidden locations.  One of these cameras focused on the inebriated Steelgrave.  It 
tightened its focus on his face and continued to record every word he was saying. 
 
 In another building well over a kilometer away stood a tall, lone figure who 
watched the proceedings, arms crossed, face set in a frown.  Known only as “The 
Leader” to the Predacons, it watched the screen intently. 
 
 “Is this what this has all come down to?  Dealing with fools like this to 
achieve victory?” it said to no one in particular. 
 
 The figure shook its head and turned to get back to planning the next wave 
of Predacon assaults.  The galaxy was a big place, so it was going to take a lot of 
planning to conquer it.  “Just a little longer.” 
 
 Night fell slowly during this time of year on Nibari.  The days were longer 
and left less time for Ritash and his people to execute their assault.  His small force 
of a dozen warriors moved with unexpected speed and silence.  One of the first 
lessons any soldier in the Nibari army learned was how to move.  Loud, 
thunderous galloping was fantastic for psychological effect, but there were times 
where stealth was preferable. 
 
 Trying to sneak into one of the most high tech facilities on Nibari no doubt 
qualified as one of those times.  A frontal assault would have been an exercise in 
futility.  The Predacons had stationed gun emplacements all around the perimeter 
of the facility.  Guards marched across the roof, back and forth, ever vigilant 
against any type of assault.  As he had scanned the facility from a distance, he 
even noticed his enemies had added extra security cameras and patched holes 
that used to exist in the fences around the site.  Overall it was an extremely 
thorough job. 
 
 What the Predacons had not counted on was the knowledge of one of the 
older civilians who were part of Ritash‟s group.  Arex, as he called himself, was an 
elder who remembered the site of the factory long before the facility had been 
constructed.  Once upon a time, the site had belonged to an old church where 
worshippers would gather to perform ancient rituals on a daily basis.  When an 
unfortunate fire had burned the building down, the worshippers rebuilt their holy 
ground on a larger site elsewhere, leaving this one empty until the factory was 
built. 
 

Many were not aware of the series of underground tunnels that had once 
been part of the church.  Although presumed sealed off a long time ago, at least  
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two of these tunnel openings were kept intact for reasons only known to the 
construction workers who had built the factory.  This was a mystery even to Arex 
although he theorized some of the workers may have been followers of the old 
ways and left the openings out of respect for what was once there. 
 
 Ritash had chosen night time for this assault, not only for its obvious 
benefits but also because a large contingent of the Predacons would often spend 
this time celebrating elsewhere in town.  >From what Ritash‟s troops had gathered, 
even the mechanical Predacons could become inebriated.  Their leader, the one 
known as Steelgrave, enjoyed this activity with abandon.  While Ritash was not 
one to abuse his body so, he appreciated the opportunity that such a vice afforded 
his plans.   
 

He looked over the building that exemplified Nibari‟s high technology and 
felt a wave of regret wash over him.  All this represented now was failure.  Failure 
of Nibari to develop an adequate defense, failure to protect innocents and his own 
personal failure to protect the family he lost in the initial wave of attacks.  He 
breathed deep, swelling up determination and nodded to himself.  The time for 
regret had passed; it was now time for action. 

 
 Steelgrave stumbled over to the bar for the umpteenth time.  He had 
admired the smaller black and silver colored barmaids all evening, but it was the 
bartender who struck him the most.  She was slightly taller than him, and she 
seemed to have a mischievous smile permanently welded onto her face.  Her black 
and silver form was powerfully built, yet still sleek.  On one of her arms was a 
symbol, half Decepticon, half Predacon.  Steelgrave nodded with satisfaction at 
that.  He watched as she served drinks to one patron after another with incredible 
speed and flair.  She was, he decided, a delightful example of Predacon 
engineering and design.  “Hey you!  Another of my special here!” he commanded. 
 
 She walked over to him and ran a hand along the edge of his face.  “And 
now what would that be darling?” she asked, still smiling. 
 
 Smiling to himself and feeling a slight surge, Steelgrave began to describe 
his drink when someone, he wasn‟t sure who, crashed into his side.  He looked 
down and recognized the warrior.  Pleased with this, he promptly kicked the 
unconscious body of the Predacon aside as he turned around to the bar.  Leaning 
on it again he heard someone behind him yell “And that will show you what it 
means to question my honor!”  Cheers followed. 
 
 Steelgrave looked down to find something very pink, and very mean looking 
in front of him in a cup.  He picked it up, thought about analyzing its chemical 
properties but then shook his head, deciding that nothing ventured was nothing 
gained.  He drank the liquid down quickly and slammed the cup onto the bar.  
“Ooooh, that‟s really good!” he yelled out to no one in particular.  He leaned against 
the bar, elbows just barely holding him up as he looked around the room.  Several 
Predacons were already passed out, others were in a stupor.  The two bar maids  
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were picking up cups and picking chairs and tables back up that had fallen over for 
a variety of reasons.  He suddenly noticed a pattern.  Almost no one was cheering 
anymore.  One by one as he scanned the room, the Predacons were shutting down, 
some going into Stasis Lock.  One off to the right fell to his knees, and promptly fell 
forward, face smashing into the ground painfully. 
 
 And then he felt it.  A burning sensation began to rise up from his energy 
processor as it distributed what he had just drank through his entire body.  His 
internal computer switched on and gave him a verbal warning.  “Alert, System 
contamination.  Stasis Lock will be engaged to avoid permanent system damage.” 
 
 “Ov-override!” he yelled as he spun around and found himself facing the 
other two barmaids.  One had her arms crossed while the other had her fists 
clenched.  They slowly began to change and he realized their black and silver 
forms were only a holographic disguise.  He then remembered where he had seen 
one of them before.  “You!” he yelled pointing at Wing Saber. 
 
 Her fists flew at him in rapid succession as he heard “Override this!” before 
he fell into unconsciousness. 
 
 Wing Saber looked down as Steelgrave fell to the ground.  Kicking him in 
the head for good measure she smiled to herself.  “Maximal Command would 
definitely not approve of how much I enjoyed that.” 
 
 The bartender said (in a familiar drawl) “Way I figure it, boss, they sent you 
partly because they knew you had it in for this scrapheap.  After what he did to you, 
he had it coming to him!” 
 
 Wing Saber nodded appreciatively.  “Now that we‟ve taken out their leader 
and a good portion of their troops, hopefully that reduces the number of potential 
reinforcements they‟ll be sending to the factory if the Predacons figure out what 
we‟re up to.” 
 
 The bartender leapt over the bar as her disguise fell away as well, revealing 
the beaming form of Crossblades underneath.  She took out a small rifle and 
admired it.  “What did I tell you?  This design used to only be able to keep up 
disguises like that for about six Cycles, now it can do it for a whole Solar Cycle!” 
 
 Wing Saber smiled, realizing that in the past Solar Cycle she had learned 
more about old Cybertronian weapon tech than she had learned about in the 
Maximal Military Academy.  “Well it works great on a bunch of Predacons glitched 
out of their minds, but the guards still at the factory won‟t be as easily fooled.” 
 
 Crossblades pointed her thumb over at Stiletto, who seemed somewhat 
relieved that her hologram disguise was gone.  “Why not just send her in to take 
out the perimeter?”  In response, Stiletto put on her serious face, but there was a 
hint of eagerness about it.  Wing Saber realized she was starting to get to know the 
subtle facial expressions of the young Maximal. 
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 Wing Saber shook her head side to side gently.  “No.  I‟m quite sure they do 
regular check-ins with each other.  They‟re going to notice very quickly if a few 
guards are gone.  Remember, we need to gather more information about what‟s 
inside.  I think we can get rid of a guard without having to destroy him.”   
Crossblades and Stiletto looked at each other quizzically.  “So…what‟s the plan, 
boss?” Crossblades asked. 
 
 She did not answer right away; instead she walked outside and looked off 
into the distance.  Some birds flew in V shaped patterns overhead.  She looked at 
the rooftops of some of the buildings all dirty with dust and the natural refuse 
generated by nature.  Suddenly, a really wide smile formed on Wing Saber‟s face.  
Nodding to herself, Wing Saber said “Oh, we‟re going to do something I‟ve been 
aching to do since I met my first Predacon!” 
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CHAPTER SIX 
 
 Deadeye never had a problem with guard duty.  Unlike some of his 
comrades in the Predacon army, he never felt like a front line warrior.  After all, he 
reasoned, someone had to guard the precious territories and holdings conquered 
by the Predacon army.  He had to admit that when he first heard Steelgrave‟s 
proposal to follow a new leader and abandon the Tripredacus Council he had 
many reservations.  When he had met The Leader (as he preferred to be called), 
the plan sounded ludicrous but he had followed it.  Follow a plan to conquer a 
sector of space that the Council had decided to avoid?  If the Tripredacus Council 
itself had rejected such a plan, clearly there were good reasons for it.  However, 
The Leader soon showed him the potential in the plan and he was enthralled with 
the chance to claim once again that he, Deadeye, Predacon warrior, proudly 
guarded the hard earned property of the Predacon Empire! 
 
 He had seen his fair share of oddities having traveled from planet to planet 
during his military service.  So far Nibari had struck him as a wholly unremarkable 
planet. It was filled with organic life forms and had plenty of rough terrain that was 
difficult to traverse.  Its population had presented a pathetic resistance to the 
Predacon invasion. A Predacon never thumbed his nose at victory, but this was 
probably not one of those conquests that songs would be written about. 
 
 As he walked back and forth over and over, he made sure to scan the 
horizon, looking down below.  Nothing would get past Deadeye.  There was little to 
no wind tonight and he preferred it that way, less chance of random objects 
blowing onto the rooftop and distracting him.  Having reached one corner of the 
rooftop he turned his feet and proceeded back to the other corner.  At that moment 
something very thick and warm smashed against his face. 
 
 “Agh!!!” Deadeye yelled in disgust and anger.  He slid his fingers against his 
faceplate and saw a white and green mess all over.  His olfactory sensors 
analyzed the substance and determined it was harmless to him.  Nevertheless it 
was disgusting by any Cybertronian standard.   
 
 A voice sounded over Deadeye‟s communicator.  “Deadeye, this is Cutter.  I 
heard you from down here, what‟s wrong?” 
 
 Deadeye leaned over the edge of the building, seeing his silver and blue 
comrade below looking up.  He spoke into his radio while pulling more of the white 
goo off of his face.  “Some local beast just dumped a pile of its waste on me!” 
 
 “Disgusting!” Cutter said in response. 
 
 “Agreed, I need to go clean this organic slag off of me.  Have someone take 
my post for a few Cycles.” 
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 Deadeye saw Cutter nodding below and pointing to a nearby guard who 
took his place as he approached a door.  “Roger that.  I‟m coming up now.” Cutter 
said. 
 
 As Deadeye waited he looked down to notice the waste had not just hit his 
head, but some had dripped down to his shoulders and legs.  Completely revolted 
he felt a surge as he literally shook with rage.  He resisted the urge to begin 
blasting the sky at random, hoping to destroy the offender that had done this to 
him. 
 
 Frustrated, Deadeye activated his communicator “Where are you Cutter?  
Hurry up!” 
 
 “Roger.” He heard Cutter saying over the radio. 
 
 The door near him opened and out stepped Cutter nodding and pointing 
back over his shoulder with his thumb.  Deadeye felt relief wash over him “Thank 
you, brother!” he said as he eagerly ran through the door, looking back to see 
Cutter nodding. 
 
 Several hundred feet above the roof of the factory was Wing Saber in her 
vehicle form.  Standing on top of her was Crossblades holding another one of her 
weapon reproductions from the past.   
 

Giggling with joy, Crossblades said “By Primus boss, that was awesome!  I 
mean, I‟ll be cleaning out this liquid nitrogen cannon for solar cycles, but it was 
worth it emptying it out to put that stuff in.  I‟ve got to take the video and post it onto 
the Cybertronian undernet!” 
 
 “Told you!” Wing Saber laughed.  Collecting that much waste from the local 
avian life forms took quite some time, and while it was not the most pleasant task 
Wing Saber felt a certain kinship with such creatures, thanks to her love of flying.  
When she had suggested using it as part of a ruse to get into the factory Stiletto 
had looked at her quizzically while Crossblades immediately appreciated the plan.  
“Now hang on!” she said as she dove at high speed towards the rooftop. 
 
 The dive had to be timed perfectly.  The trio had spent time observing the 
surroundings as to time the guard movements around the facility, and while there 
were few gaps, they did exist.  When Wing Saber reached the rooftop she 
transformed and Crossblades jumped off of her, both landing on the roof with a 
thud.  They both landed in front of Cutter who received a transmission right at that 
moment.  “Cutter, what was that noise?” a voice asked. 
 
 Cutter replied “Nothing sir, I just tripped and landed hard.  All is well.” While 
nodding to Wing Saber and Crossblades. 
 
 Slowly the hologram around “Cutter” disappeared and revealed the ever 
calm form of Stiletto underneath.  She nodded once curtly. 
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 “And the real guard?” Wing Saber asked. 
 
 “He won‟t be bothering anyone any longer.” She said turning to the door 
Deadeye had gone through a few Cycles before. 
 
 The steps in the building were wider and longer than those used on 
Cybertron, owing mostly to the quadruped nature of the world‟s inhabitants.  They 
could hear the hum of machinery below.  The sound of an assembly line moving, 
parts being welded together and the hiss of hydraulics indicated construction was 
in full swing.  Trying to access any data from a primary console was going to be 
near impossible thanks to the number of guards inside the factory.  Instead, Wing 
Saber chose to locate an out of the way maintenance panel to tap into the system. 
 
 With the panel removed, Crossblades turned to Stiletto and nodded.  
“Infiltration is your specialty Stiletto, have at it.” 
 
 Stiletto went to work with customary speed.  Her hands were a blur as she 
hooked up several wires from her arm into the circuitry beneath the control panel 
and began working a small keypad build into her arm.  The focused look in her 
optic sensors indicated she had begun to receive a stream of data.  At first she only 
saw maintenance logs.  Times the facilities had to be cleaned, liquids replaced in 
the various machines in the facility, power shut down cycles and more.  She dug 
more, pushing away the erroneous data and focusing on finding a link to the core 
data she needed.  All the while Wing Saber and Crossblades watched over her, 
weapons drawn. 
 
 Digging deeper she eventually latched onto a sub routine controlling the 
conservation of power in the facility.  This was something only an administrator 
was able to program, and by gaining control of that sub routine she accessed core 
systems slowly but surely.  Within fifteen Cycles she had found what they had 
come looking for.  “I have it.” She announced. 
 
 Wing Saber and Crossblades leaned in a bit with anticipation, still keeping 
an eye out for any Predacons who may come their way.  “And?” Crossblades 
asked. 
 
 “There‟s good news and there‟s bad news,” Stiletto began “the good news is, 
they‟re building an army of Transformer bodies with no Sparks.  The bad news is, 
they‟re building an army of Transformer bodies.” 
 
 Wing Saber‟s eyes narrowed a bit.  “You chose a dark time to develop a 
sense of humor, kid.” 
 
 “Question is, what do we do it about it?” Crossblades asked, sounding more 
nervous than Wing Saber could remember her sounding before. 
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 Wing Saber considered her options.  Even with Crossblade‟s exceptional 
firepower and Stiletto‟s speed, they could not hope to get past all the guards and 
destroy the facility on their own.  Peering down carefully at the factory floor, she 
saw large bodies being constructed, all identical designs with treads mounted onto 
bodies with long necks.  Each “head” looked like a shovel with a cannon mounted 
on one side and missile launcher on the other.  Wing Saber shuddered at their 
appearance.  Composing herself she thought deeply for a moment.  She 
considered calling for reinforcements, but there was simply no time.  At the speed 
the factory below was working there would be an army of these drones before the 
next Solar Cycle ended. 
 
 Finally it came to her, and she leaned in to whisper into Stiletto‟s ear.  “Hey 
kid, let me have a shot at that link up.  You watch my back this time.” 
 
 Stiletto acknowledged this by disconnecting from the circuitry and allowing 
Wing Saber to take her place.  She stood watch dutifully as Wing Saber tapped into 
the systems. 
 
 It was at that moment the entire factory floor shook with a deep rumble, 
sending all the guards as well as Crossblades and Stiletto crashing to the ground.  
Wing Saber had to hold on to a nearby pipe to keep from being disconnected.  
“What the Slag was that?!” she blurted out, louder than she had intended to. 
 
 Stiletto peered over the edge of the railing.  “Trouble.” She said as she 
picked herself up off the floor. 
 
 There was a sound below that Wing Saber had not expected to hear: 
galloping.  The sound of hooves hitting the factory floor thundered in the cavernous 
interior of the building.  There were cries and yells in an alien tongue Wing Saber 
was not accustomed to.  She accessed the files in her internal database and found 
the appropriate one with the Nibarian language.  The cries and screams suddenly 
sounded crystal clear. 
 
 “Form a perimeter; I want suppressive fire there and there!” Ritash yelled 
out as his well trained soldiers began to lay down a spray of firepower whose 
effects ranged from bouncing off Predacon skin to penetrating it with deadly 
effectiveness.  It all depended on the type of ammunition each specific soldier 
carried.  Those fortunate enough to have armor piercing bullets could get past 
some Predacon armor.  Others would have to hope to get a lucky shot in a joint or 
vent opening.  At the very least they would serve as a distraction. 
 
 The Predacons set upon their attackers in an instant.  Some transformed 
into various vehicle forms including tanks and motorcycles.  Others were much 
better armed in robot mode and chose to attack with all their weapons blazing.  In 
an instant, the entire factory floor had turned into chaos. 
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 Wing Saber finished what she had to do and ripped the wires off her arm.  
She looked over the railing, standing in between Crossblades and Stiletto.  The 
carnage below was horrific.  Half of the organics had already been decimated.  The 
Predacons had shown no mercy, tearing into them with their melee weapons or 
simply vaporizing them with their blasters.  While the Nibarians wore armor, it did 
little to protect them.  Add to that their hopelessly small numbers and it was not a 
fight they could hope to win.  Wing Saber wondered what they could possibly gain 
from this.  She looked over to the side and saw the leader of the group tearing open 
a computer panel and attaching something to it and then quickly closing it again.  It 
was a brief scene of calm in a sea of chaos. 
 
 Her head turned quickly when she heard a loud explosion, this time on the 
assembly line.  It knocked over several Predacons and pieces of armor, treads and 
gun barrels went flying into the air.  This was followed by another explosion on the 
other side of the building.  From the general direction, Wing Saber gathered it was 
the cooling units that kept the factory machinery from overheating.  Internally, Wing 
Saber‟s admiration for these poor organics went up several degrees.  They were 
clearly outmatched and outnumbered, yet this did not stop them from trying to do 
significant damage to their enemies. 
 
 The Nibarians began to retreat, although Wing Saber noticed they were 
gathering material with them as they ran.  Weapons, ammunition, missiles were all 
thrown hastily together in piles and dragged out into the underground passage 
they had entered from.  Unfortunately their payload slowed them down, and at 
least one Nibarian was caught in a crossfire as a result. 
 
 All of this happened in a matter of five Cycles, and Wing Saber knew she 
had stood idle long enough.  “Come on ladies, let‟s go do some damage!” 
 
 Crossblades looked down and said “It‟s about ten to one down there boss.... 
I like those odds!” before jumping down, pulling out her swords in mid air before 
lunging into a Predacon from behind, her swords slicing into his back. 
 
 Stiletto jumped down, landing on two Predacons and bounced off, 
beginning her characteristic high speed assault.  Within a half Cycle four Predacon 
soldiers were smoldering wrecks, each with the trademark hole in their chest left by 
Stiletto‟s blade weapons. 
 
 Wing Saber took a moment to transform into her aerial form.  While some 
fliers may have considered the confines of the factory to be restricting, she was an 
expert and could maneuver better than some of her instructors at the Maximal 
Academy.  Launching into the air she strafed the Predacons, sending some 
crashing to the ground.  “Lay down cover fire, I want the Nibarians to have a 
chance to escape!” 
 
 She did not wait to see Crossblades or Stiletto‟s reactions to her orders.  
They knew their jobs and would do it without question.  Suddenly behind her  
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Wing Saber heard a large door clank open loudly, and in came a rush of Predacon 
guards from outside.  She turned sharply and dove at them.  Some of them raised 
their weapons and fired.  She dodged but some weapons scorched her armor.  
She unleashed a torrent of firepower.  The group was so condensed, none of her 
blasts failed to hit a target.  Some Predacons fell, other more well armored ones 
trudged on, fighting through her plasma blasts and laser beams.  She armed one of 
her missiles, each with a super charged plasma blast concentrated in the tip, 
connected to an explosive payload.  She launched it into the center of the 
Predacons, the resulting explosion disintegrating the Predacons in the center of 
the explosion while sending others crashing against walls and the floor. 
 
 Crossblades yelled out “Yeeeee ha, boss!  That‟ll show those pesky 
Predacons to take us on!” 
 
 Stiletto moved quickly to each Predacon stunned by Wing Saber‟s missile 
attack.  She quickly deactivated each one with single, precise strikes.  Some were 
decapitated; others had their fuel pumps ripped out while still others had their 
Spark chambers ripped apart.  It was not pretty work. For a moment, Wing Saber 
shuddered at how efficient Stiletto was at her job. 
 
 Wing Saber yelled “Maximize!” as she shifted into robot mode.  She 
hovered in mid air now, turning gently with minute adjustments to her anti-gravity 
controls as she blasted one Predacon after another.  To their credit they managed 
to hit her a couple of times, but she had improved her armor since meeting with 
Steelgrave‟s forces and managed to take the hits, albeit with severe discomfort. 
 
 Crossblades was facing a Predacon one on one.  He was the largest of the 
group and the ugliest, standing twice her size, with six arms and the ugliest face 
she had ever seen.  The arms carried an assortment of melee and ranged 
weapons.  Crossblades felt a thrill she had not felt in a long time.  “What‟s your 
name, Scraplet?” she asked, deliberately taunting the juggernaut. 
 
 “They call me Thrasher, Maximal worm!” he said with a gruff voice as he 
lunged at her. 
 
 Crossblades jumped up in the air, barely missing being bludgeoned by two 
of Thrasher‟s right arms.  She put one of her swords away and swung the other 
one in a single, fluid motion, slicing one of his hands off as if it were paper.  It fell to 
the floor with a loud clang and she landed on her feet, putting that sword away.  
Reaching back into her storage panels, she pulled out two weapons.  One was 
blue and cylindrical with several small holes at the end.  The other was a shorter, 
red hand gun.  She fired the blue cannon first, and from the small holes in front 
several small cluster bombs tore into Thrasher‟s body.  She then fired the other 
weapon.  At first it had no physical effect, but there was a gut wrenching sound of 
metal twisting and tearing itself apart as Thrasher‟s armor literally began tearing off 
of his body.  The Predacon roared in agony as his pain receptors fired off warnings 
to all his major systems at once - sending him into Stasis Lock within moments.  
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 His large body crashed down with a satisfying thud.  Crossblades nodded once 
“And that‟s what you get for messing with me, big boy!”  She winked to Wing Saber 
who winked back. 
 
 Looking over to the underground entrance, the Maximals saw only one 
organic left covering the retreat of his friends.  Wing Saber recognized him as the 
one who had been giving a majority of the orders.  His weaponry tore through the 
last Predacon‟s armor and he was about to run when a blast ripped through the 
ceiling of the building, throwing him to the ground.  He weakly said something into 
a wrist mounted communicator before falling unconscious on the floor by the 
opening. 
 
 The Maximals looked towards the opening, trying to surmise as to what 
caused the explosion then when suddenly, at what seemed to occur at the exact 
nano-second, all three Maximals froze in disbelief as a blur of silver, grey and black 
came through the hole in the ceiling and landed gently in front of the Nibarian.  The 
gigantic figure held an air of authority that none of the other Predacons had 
projected.  His face had a cruel smirk fixed on it.  On his right arm rested a large, 
black cannon.  Everything seemed to come out of the worst nightmare of any 
Maximal or Autobot.  They had difficulty processing what their optic sensors were 
feeding to their cerebral circuits.  “No…” was all Wing Saber could say before her 
vocal circuits stopped working again. 
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 Chuckling, the giant Transformer looked down at the unconscious body of 
Ritash.  Shaking his head he said “Puny flesh creature, why are they always so 
willing to throw away their lives on hopeless endeavors?”  Turning he faced the 
Maximals, looking down at each of them, staring into their faces with a visage 
borne from evil.   “Maximals, these pitiful wrecks here call me The Leader - but you 
will refer to me as Megatron, your lord and master!” 
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 Megatron saw the fear in the optics of the Maximals and threw his head 
back in laughter.  “You fear me because you know who I am.  You know what I 
represent!  Did you really believe that Steelgrave forged this army?  That so many 
Predacons would lay down their lives for the likes of him?!  No, it took the unifying 
power of the one true leader of the Decepticons and any of their descendents to do 
that!  It took the name of Megatron to do that!” 
 
 The shock had worn off, and the Maximals were moving even as Megatron 
pointed his cannon straight at them.  A burst of fusion energy rushed out at them.  
The explosive power of the cannon fire made their jaws rattle.  He was about to 
unleash another blast when an explosion came rumbling from the underground 
entrance the Nibarians had used.  Rock and metal fell around the opening, sealing 
it off from any pursuers.  Megatron looked over at the entrance briefly, his face held 
a mask of annoyance. 
 

Taking advantage of the distraction, Stiletto ran towards Ritash to scoop up 
the Nibarian and get him to safety.  Crossblades peppered Megatron with weapons 
fire while Wing Saber charged up another plasma missile. 
 
 Once Stiletto had Ritash safely in her arms at an exit, Crossblades and 
Wing Saber both fell back as Wing Saber then fired the missile at the ceiling above 
Megatron.  Tons of shrapnel, wires and metal came crashing down onto the 
Decepticon.  She knew it wouldn‟t hurt him, but it distracted him long enough for 
them to make their escape. 
 
The Maximal trio ran as fast as they 
could into the night.  All the while they 
did not say a word to each other.  
Deep down inside Wing Saber felt 
something churning in her Spark.  It 
was an empty feeling of not knowing 
what to do, a shred of indecision 
gnawing at her.  She hated that 
feeling.  For now they would get to 
safety and regroup.  It was all they 
could do. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
 The wilderness several kilometers outside the city had been the best place 
to hide.  Between the poisoned Predacons and those destroyed or wounded in the 
factory, Megatron had his hands full and few forces could be spared to pursue the 
Maximals and Ritash.  It was about twenty Cycles after the sun rose that Ritash 
awakened. 
 
 The Nibarian warrior was bruised and cut, but not seriously injured.  He had 
been fortunate that he was not in the direct path of Megatron‟s fusion cannon blast.  
That would have resulted in almost instant disintegration. 
 
 When he opened his eyes, he scrambled back against a nearby rock wall 
instinctively.  He looked left and right at Stiletto and Crossblades with nothing but 
object terror in his face mixed with anger.  Wing Saber walked up to Ritash slowly, 
arms up in a non-hostile position.  She made sure to speak Ritash‟s tongue.  “Do 
not worry, you are among friends.” 
 
 His face contorted into disgust.  “Lies!  You are like them!  The Predacon 
destroyers!” 
 
 She kept her arms up, not wanting to alarm the Nibarian any more than she 
already had.  “No.  My name is Wing Saber.  This is Crossblades and that is Stiletto.  
We are Maximals, sworn to protect those that the Predacons and those like them 
would harm.  We rescued you from their grasp as your people escaped.  It was a 
good idea to cover their retreat by collapsing the tunnel.” 
 
 He breathed a quick sigh of relief.  “So they escaped.” He said, eyes 
blinking quickly in what Wing Saber took to be a positive Nibari reaction. 
 
 “Yes, but the leader of the Predacons stopped you from joining your friends.  
We are here to stop the Predacons and return you to your comrades.” 
 
 Ritash put his hands over his face in a gesture of exhaustion.  “Why did they 
do this?  We only wanted peace.  We have had enough war and strife in our race‟s 
history to last a lifetime.  This was all so…unnecessary.” 
 
 Wing Saber put a hand on Ritash‟s shoulder gently so as not to harm him by 
accident.  “This is what they do.  Our race has been at war for many generations, 
and it is the ancestors of the Predacons who started the war long, long ago.  They 
destroy and conquer, believing everything in the universe is theirs for the taking.” 
 
 Ritash‟s voice was trembling slightly.  “Avish, Arex…I saw them die.  Torn 
apart by these mad creatures.  I will not dishonor them by letting these maniacs run 
amuck on my world!” 
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 Wing Saber smiled.  “We can fight this battle.  You need to rejoin your 
people and lead them.  They are probably scared and tired.  They need your 
leadership.” 
 
 Ritash made a snorting noise.  “Leadership!  I led them to their deaths!” 
 
 Crossblades stepped in, face in a frown.  “That‟s what leaders have to do in 
wars.  You didn‟t go in there expecting everyone to get out alive did you?” 
 
 Ritash shook his head.  “No.  But I held out hope that more would survive.” 
 
 Wing Saber stayed silent for a moment, quietly mourning for those killed in 
the previous day‟s battle.  Finally she said “Your people had a fallback point, 
correct?  A place to meet and regroup?” 
 
 Ritash nodded. 
 
 “Then we will take you there.  And then we will stop this plague from 
overtaking your planet.  I promise you that.” 
 
 Ritash nodded again, but remained silent.  The wheels were already turning 
in his Nibari brain as to what his next move would be. 
 
 The trip to Ritash‟s camp site lasted only about thirty Cycles, but it was a 
quiet ride.  He was carried by Stiletto in her ground car mode as Wing Saber flew 
overhead in jet mode.  Crossblades remained in robot mode but flew slightly 
behind Wing Saber with her blades drawn, expecting trouble from all directions.  
There were words of thanks as they left Ritash and what remained of his people, 
but it was hardly effusive.  He seemed to have other things on his mind.  Wing 
Saber knew thoughts of vengeance, sadness, frustration and more were probably 
raging through the organic creature‟s mind.  She only hoped he had the strength to 
overcome those feelings. 
 
 The Maximal trio returned to the Chromia 10 for repairs and to replenish 
their ammunition stocks.  The ship was high up in the planet‟s stratosphere where 
Wing Saber hoped the Predacons would ignore her, for now at least.   
 

Wing Saber was the first to finish her repairs, and she sat in her navigation 
chair brooding.  It really was not something she did particularly well.  She was a 
Maximal of action, who preferred to formulate a plan quickly and execute it.  
However, that was in a typical situation.  This was hardly that.  There was no noise 
on the Chromia 10 save for the occasional clicking of a weapon, beeping of an 
instrument panel or whir of some medical instrument. 
 
 Finally Crossblades blurted out “By Prmus‟ left foot it‟s Megatron!  I don‟t 
believe we‟ve got the biggest bad of the big bads down there!” 
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 Stiletto said “It makes sense now how so many Predacons united so quickly.  
This entire offensive was planned with precision and gall that many Predacons lost 
when the Tripredacus Council surrendered.  Megatron did not - does not only have 
military cunning or strength on his side, he also has charisma.  It is a dangerous 
combination.” 
 
 Wing Saber nodded, still staring out into the night.  “The nearest ship is over 
two Solar Cycles away, and they would only be able to spare one or two warriors.” 
 
 Crossblades sat down backwards on the chair, arms resting on the back 
rest.  She put her chin on her arms and looked thoughtful.  “What are you thinking, 
boss?  You‟ve got a look in your eye I think I‟ve seen before.” 
 
 “Get used to it,” Wing Saber began “it‟s the look I get when I decide to do 
something insane.” 
 
 Slapping one hand against the arm rest of her chair Crossblades said “Hot 
slag, we‟re going to go after that Decepticon rust bucket aren‟t we?!” 
 
 “But how do we draw him out?” Stiletto asked. 
 
 “I say we go for the big boom.” Crossblades began, slamming a fist into her 
open palm.  “We drop Chromia 10‟s fusion reactor into that factory set on overload 
and vaporize that thing and every Pred around it!” 
 
 “Inadvisable,” Stiletto said shaking her head “that would no doubt destroy 
innocent life forms in the vicinity.” 
 
 Laughing nervously Crossblades said “Well I was only kidding…sorta.” 
 
 Wing Saber barely heard any of the discussion between Stiletto and 
Crossblades.  She was too busy thinking that they were trying to find a way to stop 
the most feared Decepticon in Transformers history.  His power had laid waste to 
even Primes chosen by the Matrix.  This would not be a simple task.  She tapped a 
few controls on her readout panel, accessing a few ancient library records.  
“Hmmm.” She said nodding to herself. 
 
 “Um, boss?” Crossblades said inquisitively. 
 
 “To win this,” Wing Saber said thoughtfully “we‟re going to have to appeal to 
Megatron‟s legendary sensibility.” 
 
 Curious, Stiletto tilted her head to one side and asked “And what is that?” 
 
 “Arrogance.” Wing Saber said with more than a hint of amusement in her 
voice. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
 Megatron finally felt a sense of relief.  It had been four Solar Cycles since 
the primary construction facility had been attacked.  It took two Solar Cycles to fully 
repair his warriors (those that survived the battle anyhow).  It had taken another 
two to return the factory to full operational status.  Now, his warrior drones were 
being manufactured at rapid speed.  Already over a hundred of the mindless 
minions had been constructed.  Only limited by the resources of Nibari itself, 
Megatron knew in due time he would have an attack force rivaling the one used on 
Cybertron millions of years ago to begin the first Great War. 
 
 Steelgrave had been returned to active service along with dozens of 
poisoned Predacons.  He had been reduced in rank and given an appropriate 
punishment for his failures, resulting in Steelgrave having to undergo even further 
repairs. 
 

This had been a setback, nothing more.  Still, the daring nature of the attack 
bothered Megatron.  Were these organics working with the Maximals?  History had 
shown that organics and Transformers could work together as an effective combat 
unit, something that irritated Megatron to no end.  He was rubbing his chin 
thoughtfully when Steelgrave walked over with a Noteputer in hand. 

 
“Leader, we have finished all repairs on this facility.  Production is back to 

optimal levels.  Shall we begin moving to phase two?” he asked. 
 
Megatron glowered at him, his eyes glowing bright red for a moment.  “Yes.” 

He said before turning his head away.  That was enough of a dismissal for 
Steelgrave, who made haste to follow orders and not ask questions.  Phase two 
would involve the construction of two starships to carry the Predacons and the 
army of Transformers drones to other worlds.  The ships the Predacons had been 
using thus far were smaller, lighter combat vessels.  These vessels would be grand, 
rivaling even the legendary Nemesis itself! 

 
A muffled scream caught everyone‟s attention and suddenly a blast of bright 

blue energy lanced through the roof of the building, tearing a hole wide enough for 
Megatron to look up and see a Maximal ship with three figures on top of it, two 
standing defiantly.  Another sitting at the edge casually as if she were getting ready 
for some recreational excursion.  The three stared down at him.  The brown and 
silver one had her arms crossed and she spoke first.  “Megatron!  Under 
Cybertronian law, we challenge you to combat.  The loser must leave this world 
forever, never to return.  Do you accept?” 
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Shaking with fury, Megatron felt the 
optic sensors of over twenty 
Predacons looking at him, awaiting 
his response.  He pointed up and 
yelled “You are three!  The law of 
challenge only applies to one on one 
combat!” 

 
 
Wing Saber nodded.  “Agreed, 

ancient laws stipulate one Autobot 
versus one Deceptcion.  However, we 
are Maximals, and significantly 
weaker than a Decepticon of your 
legendary strength and power.  
Surely the great Megatron is not 
afraid to challenge three of the inferior 
descendents of his ancient 
enemies?” 

 
Crossblades looked over at Wing Saber.  “Boss, I think he‟s scared of us!” 

she laughed  as she looked back down at Megatron. 
 
“Megatron fears no one!” Megatron roared as he balled his fists tightly.  

“Name the time and place, Autobot spawn!” 
 
Wing Saber smiled, happy the Decepticon accepted the bait.  “There is a 

large, deep crater approximately seventy kilometers east of here.  Meet us there at 
dawn tomorrow.” 

 
“Very well, Maximal - tomorrow you and your pathetic warriors will suffer a 

death more painful than you would have ever imagined!” Megatron said throwing in 
an evil smirk for good measure. 

 
Wing Saber winked at him.  “Looking forward to it.” She said as the Chromia 

10 began to cloak, causing the three smiling Maximals to disappear right before 
Megatron‟s eyes.  He roared with fury and thrashed a nearby Predacon, sending 
him smashing into a control panel before walking away.  No one spoke to 
Megatron for the rest of the day. 
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CHAPTER NINE 
 
 The day had grown cold, more so than Ritash and his people had expected.  
The message from Wing Saber had been clear, and his people, though wounded 
and tired, were willing to participate in one last gamble to save their world.  He only 
hoped the Maximal‟s plan would work, or the Predacons would soon overrun this 
entire sector of the galaxy. 
 
 Centuries ago, the crater was a sacred place where ancient Nibarians had 
performed religious ceremonies that largely revolved around the remnants of the 
asteroid that had formed the crater.  In the modern age, the crater was an 
archeological site undergoing examination by scholars.  Since the invasion 
however, the site had been abandoned.  Several small shacks and mobile 
research centers remained, but they had seen so little use that layers of dust 
several centimeters thick had begun to accumulate. 
 
 Ritash knew only the Transformers would enter the crater.  He and his 
people were going to serve a very different purpose today.  He kept watch over the 
crater however, using a pair of high powered binoculars to view the day‟s events 
from afar.  As he looked on he saw the grey and black form of the one called 
Megatron descend.  He landed gently on the ground.  The one known as 
Steelgrave was beside him, and several other Predacons began to climb down the 
edge of the crater and take up perches scattered around.  The coming chaos 
would have an eager audience. 
 
 The roar of jet engines came from above, and the shadow of a twin 
nosecone jet passed over the Predacons.  Crossblades leapt off of Wing Saber 
and she transformed a moment later, both landing on their feet, poised for combat. 
 
 “Where is your third member?” Megatron asked as his optic sensors shifting 
left and right suspiciously. 
 
 The whirring of a powerful engine came closer and closer until a thin vehicle 
came racing up the edge of the crater into the air.  The shape shifted and changed 
into Stiletto‟s familiar robot form before she landed with practiced grace next to 
Crossblades and Wing Saber.  The show was a bit over the top, but the idea was to 
show confidence and a lack of fear of the legendary Transformer - whether that 
confidence was genuine or not. 
 
 “Hail Megatron!” Wing Saber said, arm raised.  She felt silly even saying the 
words, but they were part of the combat ritual. 
 
 “Hail Maximals!” Megatron said, the sarcasm dripping in his voice was thick 
enough to drown an organic.  He gave a curt bow, chuckling as he did so.  When 
he came back up, he turned with a speed that belied his bulk.  His fusion cannon lit  
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up with purple and pink energy that lanced out at the Maximal trio.  Wing Saber 
launched into the air as Crossblades and Stiletto performed cartwheels in opposite 
directions to avoid the blast.  It tore into rock on the other side of the crater, sending 
several Predacon spectators scrambling. 
 
 Megatron knew his blast would miss and immediately set upon Crossblades, 
whom he recognized as the largest and potentially most dangerous of the trio.  
Before he reached her she reached into her back and threw out a flat, purple gun at 
Stiletto, who was running by so quickly Megatron almost did not register her until 
she was right next to him.  Stiletto caught the weapon in mid-air and ran to the 
other side of the crater, dust and sand kicking up into the air as she did so. 
 
 Crossblades jumped back, narrowly avoiding Megatron‟s fist slamming into 
the ground where she had just been standing.  She took out a gun with a big, 
tubular base and fired.  A ball of plasma energy rushed out at Megatron.  He 
dodged the blast just in time to get struck several times by the purple gun Stiletto 
had been holding.  Sparks of blue electricity circled his head, causing him to  pause 
for a moment, grabbing his head as his gyroscopic circuits went out of alignment. 
 
 Wing Saber did not hesitate.  She aimed her charged plasma missile at 
Megatron‟s right leg, targeting the knee.  She fired, but at the last second Megatron 
turned and the missile struck him on the side of his leg instead.  Armor went flying 
everywhere, but the leg was still functional.  He reached down and pulled out a 
handle that ignited into a purple blade of energy.  He lunged at Wing Saber, 
slashing at her though missing.  Megatron‟s larger size caused his arms to move in 
wide arcs that she dodged with ease. 
 
 Changing tactics, Megatron spun with the blade out, causing all three 
Maximals to jump away simultaneously.  Wing Saber aimed his arm mounted 
lasers and fired.  Crossblades fired her plasma gun and Stiletto fired the gyro 
disruptor again.  He absorbed the blasts and continued to feel the effects of the 
disruptor.  It was a good plan, Megatron felt, keep him off balance and keep hitting 
him until he fell.  Of course, he had no intention of falling.  As he thought this, he 
fired his fusion cannon at Crossblades, but his blast only singed the armor on her 
side. 
 
 “Rrrr!” Crossblades roared.  “You want to do blades?  Fine!” she said 
revealing her twin blades.  Charging at Megatron she sliced in a downward motion 
and Megatron blocked.  She whirled quickly with one blade behind her, protecting 
her from his follow up strike before finishing her turn and slicing into his foot.  The 
Decepticon grit his teeth and stepped back, bringing his blade down again at an 
angle.  Crossblades saw Stiletto firing more blasts into Megatron‟s back, at the 
same moment she turned her blade underhand and blocked Megatron‟s strike. 
 
 Megatron stepped back and tossed his blade from his right hand to his left. 
Immediately his right hand retracted into his lower arm and was replaced by a 
purple Morning Star glowing with power.  The spikes on the ball promised 
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pain and he quickly wrapped the weapon around one of Crossblades‟ swords, 
shattering the blade and sending pieces of the weapon flying everywhere. 
 
 Before Megatron could strike again Wing Saber sent a barrage of lasers 
that struck his face, temporarily blinding him.  The effect wore off quickly, but it was 
a welcome respite for Crossblades who scrambled out of the way to regroup with 
her comrades. 
 
 “So boss, any other ideas?” Crossblades asked. 
 
 “Keeping his gyroscopic functions off balance is not having as dramatic an 
effect as we anticipated.” Stiletto said, not a trace of sarcasm in her voice. 
 
 “We only need to hold him here for a little longer.  We went in knowing we 
may not walk away.  Let‟s get up close and personal!” Wing Saber said right before 
charging at Megatron full speed. 
 
 Crossblades followed though Stiletto was the first on Megatron, aiming a 
kick at the back of his knee joint.  Wing Saber jumped high and kicked down, 
striking the Decepticons‟ face.  Crossblades pulled out her remaining blade and 
struck low, slicing directly into Megatron‟s hip.  Stiletto followed up by striking with 
both her blade weapons and tearing holes into Megatron‟s left arm.    
 
 “Disengage!” Wing Saber yelled. 
 
 All three Maximals jumped back several feet, watching as Megatron roared 
with fury as liquids leaked out of his wounds and sparks indicated broken circuitry.  
Wing Saber looked over to Crossblades whose face was contorted in an 
expression of confusion that quickly turned to dawning realization. 
 
 “Boss, there‟s no way my blade should have been able to cut so deep.  And 
Stiletto‟s blades should not have penetrated Megatron‟s armor with one strike.  
There are tons of records that say how tough Megs was, and it was more than 
this!” she said. 
 
 Wing Saber shook her head “He seems plenty tough to me!” 
 
 “What are you saying?” Stiletto asked. 
 
 “I think we‟re being hoodwinked, ladies!” Crossblades said, smiling. 
 
 Megatron chose that moment to charge, firing blast after blast from his 
fusion cannon, sending all three Maximals crashing against a pile of rocks.  He 
continued firing, yelling as he did so, muttering Cybertronian curses that most 
Maximals had never heard in ancient Cybertronian.  Stiletto tried to use her speed 
to get away, but some rocks had her foot trapped and one of the fusion cannon 
blasts hit her square in the chest, sending her into stasis lock. 
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Crossblades managed to deflect one blast with her sword, but a second knocked 
her unconscious as well.  Wing Saber tried to stand and then realized one of her 
legs had been torn in half.  She aimed her arm cannons and missile launcher at 
Megatron.  She would be damned if she would go down without a fight! 
 
 What had Crossblades meant by "hoodwinked" Wing Saber wondered as 
her targeting computer locked onto three different points on Megatron‟s body.  
Then she thought about it harder and realized she was doing the wrong thing.  
Quickly deleting the targeting profile she had just set up, she instead focused all 
her weapons on one spot.  Megatron was walking over calmly, a smirk on his face 
borne of arrogance.  If Crossblades was right then there was still hope left.  Wing 
Saber waited until Megatron was close enough to maximize the payload she was 
about to deliver.  The green tip of her plasma missile was glowing bright now, fully 
charged.  When her assailant was ten feet away, she fired at the section of armor 
connecting the left shoulder to the torso.  The resulting explosion sent Megatron 
reeling back and armor went flying everywhere.  A chunk of it came very close to 
slicing right into Wing Saber but she twisted at the last second to avoid it. 
 
 When the smoke cleared, Megatron was upon her and his gigantic hand 
was strangling her.  Trapped against a pile of rocks and scrap metal, she struggled 
to move but the sounds of whirring and machinery straining indicated she was not 
going anywhere.  The Decepticon leaned in close, face to face with her and said 
“You have fought well.  There are Primes who did not last this long against 
Megatron!” 
 
 Wing Saber looked at the section she had just blasted and saw exactly what 
Crossblades had been talking about.  She smiled at him and said simply “My 
Megatron, I didn‟t think you had a thing for black and red armor!” 
 
 His grip loosening, the Decepticon stepped back and looked at the shoulder.  
There, an entire layer of armor had been ripped away to reveal another body 
underneath!  “No!” he yelled. 
 
 Wing Saber charged up another missile, aiming again.  She heard the 
Predacons watching the spectacle begin chattering amongst them.  Some were 
standing up to get a better look.  She knew opportunity when she saw it.  “That‟s 
right boys; this is not the genuine article!  It‟s some type of exo suit!” she yelled 
before firing another barrage at the area next to her previous blast.  Again armor 
ripped away but this time a Decepticon symbol was revealed in the center of the 
chest with flames around it.  “And flames too!  My „Megatron‟, you are stylish!” 
Wing Saber laughed.  It took considerable effort considering how much pain she 
was in. 
 
 “Megatron” said “It does not matter what you have done.  I shall destroy you 
and wipe that smile off your miserable face!  I will…” 
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 Suddenly the Earth shook and the sound of high powered engines roared 
over the perimeter of the crater.  The Predacons all panicked, picking up their 
weapons and aiming it upwards, no doubt expecting an army of Maximals to arrive. 
 
 At last, Wing Saber thought to herself, knowing what was about to appear. 
 
 At first there were only long necks with shovel like heads attached to them.  
Each head had a battery of missiles and a chain gun mounted on them.  The necks 
led to bodies on treads with dangerous looking claws dragging behind.  The 
vehicles all stopped at the edge, looking down ominously.  By Wing Saber‟s 
estimate, there must have been at least three dozen of the powerful looking 
machines. 
 
 Megatron laughed.  “You see?  One of my loyal soldiers even called upon 
my creations to witness your termination!” 
 
 Wing Saber looked beyond the crater and heard something else besides 
Cybertronian engines; galloping.  Ritash was, of course, the first to appear.  Then 
other Nibarians, some fresh faces he must have gathered from elsewhere.  
“Megatron!  You and your kind are no longer welcome here.  We are taking back 
our world!” 
 
 The Decepticon did not know what to make of this.  He pointed at the drones 
and said “These are my soldiers!  You are in no position to dictate terms to me!” 
 
 Ritash shook his head and made a snorting noise that indicated amusement 
and sarcasm all at the same time.  “I‟m afraid you do not understand, Predacon 
scum.  Soldiers…” 
 
 At Ritash‟s prompting all the drones transformed in unison into robot forms 
with clawed hands and treaded feet.  Their weapons were now mounted on their 
chests.  Their slit shaped eyes were cold and calculating, each choosing a target in 
the crater. 
 
 “Attack!” Ritash yelled and in an instant the crater erupted into a storm of 
laser and missile fire.  The Predacons fired back but they were overwhelmed by 
the sheer numbers of the drones they had helped to build.  The drones would fire 
until they got close enough to tear their claws into their targets.  It was a gruesome 
scene that was rarely seen among Cybertronians anymore.  The past had been 
filled with battles where dozens of warriors tore each other apart.  This slaughter 
was a throwback to that time and Wing Saber shuddered despite the positive 
results that began to emerge. 
 
 Several of the drones attacked “Megatron” and he repaid them in kind.  Not 
wanting to simply watch, Wing Saber aimed her weapons again, striking him 
wherever she could.  Soon the combined firepower of the drones had the 
Predacon forces on the run and “Megatron” lying in a smoldering pile of scrap. 
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 Ritash had jumped down into the crater now with his people.  He ordered 
two of the drones to help Wing Saber up and she hobbled over to where the faux 
Megatron had fallen.  She looked down and saw a face she had only heard 
legends about.  “Flamewar…” she gasped. 
 

The Decepticon was too damaged to 
do anything but lift up her arm, fist 
balled and shaking.  “You!  I will make 
it my mission in life to see you and 
everything you care about destroyed!  
The Maximal Imperium will be 
crushed one day, and it will be a 
Decepticon who leads it, not a lowly 
Predacon! 
 
Sitting down next to Flamewar, Wing 
Saber shook her head in pity.  
Flamewar was one of the oldest 
Decepticons alive.  Having served 
Megatron during the start of the Great 
Wars some nine million years ago, 
she was a staunch supporter of the 
Decepticon cause.  Over the years 
she had served many functions, but 
most recently the Maximal 
Intelligence reports had indicated she 
had gone underground to work on 
some new scheme. 

 

 
 
This was undoubtedly it. 

 

Wing Saber looked down at Flamewar.  “I‟ve read about you, Flamewar.  
Heck, most Maximals in existence know about you, whether they are warriors or 
civilians.  Your dedication to the Decepticon cause and devotion to the memory of 
Megatron is legendary.  I don‟t think anyone else could have built such an accurate 
replica of Megatron in exo suit form.”  She looked over the body which engulfed 
Flamewar‟s smaller form and looked upon it admiringly.  Internally she knew that 
Crossblades was going to want to keep the fusion cannon for her collection. 
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 Flamewar stayed silent, glaring at the Maximal. 
 
 “The problem is, you suffer from the same thing as your former master: 
hubris.  You underestimated me and the Maximals.  You also underestimated the 
Nibarians.  Working together, we managed to combine our efforts to take control of 
the drones you manufactured.  When we first came to your factory we set up a 
sub-routine that would give control of the drones to someone who would do one 
simple thing…”  Wing Saber paused on purpose to drive Flamewar more insane. 
 
 “What?!” she finally spat. 
 
 “The drones would turn their complete control over to any Nibrian who 
asked for their help in repelling the Predacons from this planet.  Ritash and his 
people did just that while we were here fighting you.  You see the result.” Wing 
Saber said motioning her arm to indicate the fallen Predacon wrecks all over the 
crater. 
 
 “What are you going to do with me?” the Decepticon asked, hissing the 
question. 
 
 “We‟re going to melt this exo suit down to scrap.  Then we‟re going to 
disable anything potentially offensive on you and take you back to Cybertron for 
trial.  I‟m sure even the Predacon Alliance will want a shot at you now!” 
 
 Flamewar spat some oil and yelled “How dare you!  You are nothing but an 
insect!  A mere shadow of your prede-“ 
 
 Wing Saber put her hand up and curled down four fingers, leaving only her 
pointer finger up.  She waved it side to side and said “And by anything offensive, I 
mean we may consider tearing out your vocal circuitry as well.” 
 
 Flamewar stayed quiet from that point on. 
 
 Wing Saber felt a hand on her shoulder and looked up to see Crossblades 
smiling down at her.  Stiletto stood next to her looking better than she had a few 
cycles ago.  “Looks like we pulled it off, boss.” 
 
 Wing Saber shook her head.  “No, the Nibarians did it with us.  They 
deserve a lot of credit for their bravery in the face of the Predacon horde.” 
 
 Stiletto nodded “It is impressive.” 
 
 Crossblades looked at her friend and said “Wow, you‟re positively gushing 
here!” and slapped her on the back.  She looked back down at Wing Saber and 
asked “So what now, boss?  We split up?” 
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 Wing Saber smiled and said “I don‟t think so.  I‟ve been considering asking 
Maximal Command to let me start a patrol group of warriors I can depend on.  If 
you‟re both willing, you‟d be the first two.” 
 
 Crossblades nodded, as did Stiletto.  “We‟re your „bots!” Crossblades said 
smiling. 
 
 Ritesh came up next to Wing Saber.  His eyes were filled with life that Wing 
Saber did not recall seeing previously.  “Thank you for everything you have done, 
Maximals.  Our world has hope now.  We tried to move so hard past our war-like 
ways only to have these creatures thrust them upon us again.  I and all my people 
are thankful there are those who would help us and protect us.” 
 
 Crossblades put her hand on Ritash‟s shoulder and said “Friend, if we start 
this patrol thing Wing Saber‟s talking about, you bet Nibari will be one of our 
regular stops!” 
 
 “We will always do our best to help you.  We too are trying to move past our 
war-like ways, but as you can see, not everyone in our race is ready for that.” 
 
 Ritash nodded solemnly.  “I must be off, a world in need of hope awaits us.” 
 
 “What will you do with the drones?” Stiletto asked. 
 
 “It is simple,” Ritash said, crossing his arms proudly “we will turn them into 
instruments of construction.  They will help us not only undo the damage done by 
the Predacons, but also to build new facilities we can use to advance our race.” 
 
 “Now that is music to my audio processors.” Wing Saber said as she 
breathed a sigh of relief that she had been anticipating for what felt like Stellar 
Cycles. 
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Epilogue 
  
 There was something building inside Airazor.  As Megatron‟s laugh taunted 
her and that purple face of his contorted into a sadistic smile, a determination built 
up within her Spark that gave her clarity of thought she did not know was possible.  
She put her targeting computer on automatic, selecting a series of targets and 
allowed the computer to map out each set of strike coordinates while she 
programmed her wrist mounted arrows to fire in a particular succession. 
 
 The targeting computer had locked onto everything within seconds.  She 
armed her first arrow, twisted her wrist to the proper angle to reach the first target 
and fired.  The arrow struck Megatron‟s face and exploded, causing little damage 
but distracting him enough to loosen his grip slightly.  She then twisted her other 
wrist and angled it to fire behind the Predacon leader.  She fired again and this time 
her arrow did not detonate, instead it struck a nearby rock and bounced off in the 
direction of the launching platform‟s control panel where hit a button that began a 
power down sequence.  Her last arrow was reserved for Megatron again who was 
still refusing to release her.  Though his grip had weakened, it was still vise like.  
She fired and the arrow lodged itself inside his knee joint.  It did not explode, which 
is exactly what she wanted.  Though small, the sharp metal blade dug into his joint 
every time Megatron shifted his weight, causing him to grunt in pain.  Finally, he 
had to let go to dislodge the weapon. 
 
  Airazor dropped to the ground in a heap, barely able to move and coughing 
as mech fluid leaked from various wounds.  Get up, get up!, she told herself as she 
pushed herself off the ground and side stepped Megatron.  Ducking under his left 
arm she ran for the launch controls.  The Predacons were behind her, firing madly 
but she dodged and weaved.  She was singed by several of the blasts, but Airazor 
decided that was much better than dismemberment.  When she reached the panel 
she began typing furiously.  A wire extended itself from her wrist into the 
computer‟s data entry port.  Blasts were hitting the ground right next to her as she 
scrambled to finish programming a new sequence of commands. 
 
 Suddenly flashes of light blinded Airazor for a moment.  She looked up to 
see balls of energy slam into Megatron repeatedly.  Those were followed up by two 
green laser beams that tore off Tarantulas‟ arm in a shower of sparks and metal.  
Looking over she saw Dinobot and Tigatron unleashing a torrent of firepower at the 
Predacons.  She finished her work and yelled over “Clear!  Fire in the hole!” and 
flew up in time to see Dinobot and Tigatron diving behind a pile of rocks, still firing 
as they did so. 
 
 Megatron was confused for a moment and then realized what was 
happening.  He ran at the launching platform but realized it was too late when he 
heard the computer counting down to five.  He transformed into his dinosaur mode 
and ran in the opposite direction, afraid of Energon contamination if he was caught 
in the field of the blast he knew was coming. 
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 Airazor watched from above as the weapons platform erupted into a 
mushroom cloud of energy, disintegrating the weaponry contained inside in a 
furious flash of red and orange light.  She braced herself for the shockwave, putting 
her arms in front of her face to shield herself as she was thrown higher up into the 
air by the blast.  Below, the Predacons and Maximals alike were scattered all over 
the battlefield, most unconscious or too wounded to move.  Megatron was the last 
Predacon conscious, but even he collapsed after stumbling off into the distance. 
 
 Landing gently next to Tigatron and Dinobot, Airazor tried to help them both 
up.  Tigatron politely accepted her help.  Dinobot swatted her hand away and 
staggered to his feet alone.  The smell of burnt hair and flesh mixed in the air with 
the scent of singed silicon.  “Blech, you two smell horrible!” she said smiling as she 
used her hand to fan the air in front of her nose. 
 
 Tigatron chuckled and Dinobot grumbled something under his breath.  The 
trio moved around the battlefield, helping their comrades as best they could by 
creating makeshift stretchers out of nearby scrap.  As they did so, Tigatron said “I 
thought you were scrap for a moment!  We saw Megatron holding you against that 
rock as we ran over but he was out of weapons range.” 
 
 Airazor‟s optic sensors darkened and lit up again, the Maximal equivalent of 
blinking.  She said “I almost was.  I won‟t lie and say I wasn‟t afraid, but something 
inside my Spark pulled me from the brink of panic and the answer just came to me 
in a flash.  It was really weird.” 
 
 Tigatron smiled in understanding.  “There are many mysteries to the 
universe, and accepting them is the first step towards understanding them.” He 
said as he nodded. 
 
 She shrugged in response.  “Who knows?  Maybe one day if we get back to 
Cybertron I‟ll be able to figure it out.  For today another mad Megatron scheme has 
been stopped, and that‟s good enough for me.” 
 

The End 
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